
Pronunciation of Sobei

The fol lowing brief description of Sobei sounds and
symbols is intended to orient the student of Sobei to major
features of pronunciation . It must be emphasized , however

,

that these and other details of Sobei speech production will
only be accomplished with the assistance of Sobei speakers and
a lot of practice. Linguists seeking a more technical
discussion of Sobei phonology are referred to "Sobei
Phonology", 1975, Oceanic Linguistics Vol. XIV, No. 2.

The Sobei alphabet includes the following symbols: a, b,

c, d, e, f, g, i, k, ra, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, w, y, and

'(glottal stop) . This alphabet has been adapted to Indonesian
and indeed , Sobei sounds are identical to Indonesian. The f is

labiodental. The r is flapped. The t is fronted, but the d is

not. The glottal stop is the same as in Indonesian Jtma'at.
The c is an alveo-palatal affricate as in Indonesian acara.
The vowels are the same as Indonesian vowels, and the vowel
glides are pronounced the same as Indonesian glides

.

The glottal stop always occurs before words beginning
with a vowel, so it is not written in that position. The main
stress , marked by high intonation and accent , occurs on the
last syllable of the word nucleus, the part which carries the

central meaning.

bi"do fe -bi"do -tap 'weak'
'strong' 1 ike-strong-not

yo-"8iji-e 'I ask something from him'
I- ask-him

yo-"8i«tar -e 'I qitestion him'
I - question-him
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